Hole Plug, 5 mm, for SCI
cable glands

Product code: 80-911-0017-00

The CZone® digital control & monitoring network simplifies installation of electrical systems through the
replacement of complicated, cumbersome wiring to switch and fuse panels, with state-of-the-art, robust
interfaces and light NMEA 2000 network cable. It also provides a sophisticated solution via the automation of
complicated control and monitoring issues associated with today's onboard systems.

Installation
Builders recognise an immediate benefit with reductions in cable usage, harness weights and installation
times. The CZone system also integrates many stand-alone components into one intuitive system. Wiring is
dramatically simplified as the CZone system is designed to remove complex switching clusters and wiring
runs. Modules can easily be added into the system to best suit the OEM and end-users' needs.

Configuration
We provide the tools to help you determine the modules needed based on your specific requirements. You
can simply program the system with the intuitive CZone configuration tool.

Integration
The CZone system is NMEA 2000 certified and uses the standard Micro cables and connectors. This also
allows a single network backbone to be installed for multiple systems (CZone and other NMEA 2000 devices).
Additionally, the CZone system can share certain monitoring functions with other NMEA 2000 compliant
screens. The CZone MasterBus Bridge Interface expands the system integration to a whole new level. No
other company can bring digital switching, power electronics and marine navigation systems together into
one interactive, seamless system.

Versatility & security
The CZone system, designed for 9-32 V systems, features built-in timers, dimmers (including support for
halogen lighting), alarms, voltage reducers and load shedding. With safety in mind, the CZone system
features a manual bypass. Our No-Single-Failure-Point technology ensures a plug & play system with
redudancies that is designed to handle mishaps. If a module is damaged, the system will automatically
program the replacement module when it is plugged in. This means any module can be replaced without
using high tech service people. Our security features allow custom configurations that can be locked.
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